
Abstract
This paper proposes a secure access method for

Zigbee networks. Install Code is used to pre-configure

the entry key when a smart device is connecting to a

Zigbee network, thus guaranteeing the security of

ZigBee entry and entry efficiency. The hardware based

experiment results show that using Install Code

encryption in the network has a better defence against

sniffing attacks, and has 5% lower packet loss rate

compared to Global key entry.

Performance evaluation and ZigBee smart 

home device security access scheme

Background

At present, ZigBee smart home devices are mainly

connected through the gateway to open the entry

channel and the device seeking network for an

interactive connection. Since the default key

connection is used in the interactive process, such a

scheme is easy to be sniffed by hackers in the device

seeking network stage, thus destroying the security of

the network. Therefore, this paper proposes a

sweeping QR code access scheme, which uses the

sweeping QR code to establish a communication

connection to a designated device, thus eliminating the

risk of pen involved being sniffed.

Project Goals

•Install code converted ID.

•Install code to QR code conversion.

•Install code based joining Method via 

internet.

•Keys security reinforcement.

Process

The experiment is based on the software Simplicity

Studio v5 development software and the development

kit with EFR32xG21, using one kit as a coordinator

device (Coordinator) and one as a routing device

(Router) to establish the ZigBee network connection.

Network analysis and packet capture are performed on

the Ubiqua platform using a packet capture tool.

Results
After using Global Key and Install Code Key to send

and receive packet loss test, the packet loss rate is

similar, but with Install Code Key encryption method,

the packet loss rate decreases to a certain extent, about

0.5%.

Results
In the test with sniffing attack, the packet loss rate

decreases significantly after using Install Code Key

encryption, which is 2%-5.5% compared to Global

Key. This shows that using Install Code Key is a good

defense against sniffing attacks.

Conclusions
we analyze the problem that the default key access

mode of smart home may lead to the security risk of

network theft by unlawful elements, so as to adopt the

more secure Install Code encryption method to access

the network. The experiments show that the security

and efficiency are higher than the traditional Global

Link Key access, which has some practical application

value for the development of smart home industry.
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